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Write your own love story... Share and express your love by saying exactly why you love your
partner. This beautifully illustrated book will guide you through all the joys and fun of your
relationship by answering the questions and filling in the blanks. It&#39;s a true exploration of your
relationship and what you and your partner contribute to the relationship. It&#39;s fun, light hearted
and the perfect romantic gift to explore the true reasons why you love each other.
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I wanted to order something a bit more unique than the usual Valentine's day fare, and this looked
perfect for the purpose. An item that I get to personalize myself that will last far beyond the
traditional bouquet or box of chocolates seemed both thoughtful and memorable. The quality of the
pages and binding both stand out very much as well, as my librarian mother quickly pointed out! The
illustrations are also very eye-catching and bring the whole package together. I am very pleased
with this keepsake journal, and I will consider giving similar gifts in the future as I feel that there is a
lot of value in a personalized gift that can be enjoyed for many years following. Highly
recommended!

I read a ton of reviews on other products similar to this one and I am glad I went with this book over
the others.It is cute, has nice pictures on every other page, it has nice prompts to help you write
what makes your significant other special to you, and it isn't overly repetitive or mushy.Oh, and it

was in no way sexual, so I liked that it is something my children can read later, should they ever
want to.Husband loved reading it; it brought a tear to his eye.I was able to finish it in an
afternoon.Quality was/is very good. I was pleasantly surprised that it is a hard cover, so it should
last through the years.

I got this for my fiance as part of his Valentine's gift. This book definitely goes in depth with their
questions and require a ton of thinking on past memories (and current too!). Definitely time
consuming - I think I spent a couple days doing this. My fiance enjoyed it, and it brought a tear to his
eyes (though he says he had something in his eyes, heheh).

It met my needs amazingly. The only thing I didn't like is the paper used...had to find a certain pen
to use. I loved the questions and illustrations. Very very good idea for a gift

Love this book. Very long. Took forever to fill out. My husband enjoyed it.

Gorgeous book. Lots of room to fill up the pages with memories.

Cute book for love!

Loved it
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